SECRET

1. AT 24 MAY MEET SURJ REPORTED FOLL ITEM WHICH DO
NOT VISH CABLE AS INTEL REPORT BECAUSE OF EXTENT PINPOINTS
SOURCE. DEFER WAS PET WHETHER AND HOW DISSE.

2. CUBAN AMB TO MEXICO ANTONIO CARRILLO CEREAS CAME
GIVA 7 MAY TO SEE ANYWHI-1. SURJ DIED FROM BUDAPEST
4 MAY AND HAD RELATIVELY SHOT TIME WITH CARRILLO. AMONG
ITEMS LATTER TOUGH OR DEDILY WAS DEALINGS WITH SPANISH
AMBASSADOR PART PERT "IMPROVEMENT OF CUBAN QUESTION".
(NOTE: AS YOUKNW, INTERNATIONAL PRESS HAS RECENTLY
COMBINED IN SPANISH BOLIV, U.S. - CUBAN MEDIATION. THE
SUCH ARTICLE DUE MADRID DAILY APPEARED 23 MAY, GAZETTE
DE LA RANUNCULUS.) CARRILLO CONFIRMD THII PERSONALLY HAD
BEEN IN CONTACT WITH SPANISH AMBASSADOR PE THIS QUESTION.
HE STATED, HOWEVER, THII SPANISH AMBASSADOR, RATHER THAN
MR. HAD TAKEN INITIATIVE FOR DISCUSSION.
SECRET

CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

IN [Redacted]

2. Without going into details of his discussion with Ambassador Carrillo was enthusiastic about possibility of improving U.S.-Cuban relations. He said he mentioned letter appearing some weeks ago in Paris' "Le Monde" which supported farmers for Cuban inside Cuba and which suggested steps to alleviate relations. Carrillo spoke positively about letter, which he took seriously, and ultimate source of which he said needed disclosure.

3. It was implied if not explicit in Carrillo's statements that he was acting in dealing with Spanish Ambassador without Cuban government sanction. (Subj expressed to us fear that Carrillo would go too far and get into trouble.) Subj states Carrillo lived in Spain and very pro-Spanish. He is also strongly anti-communist.

4. Carrillo also told Subj he had recently received visit from Alonso Pujol, former Cuban vice president who rescued son who ran of pigs prisoner. Pujol has another son imprisoned Cuba under death penalty. Heexploring with Carrillo Decanoche, expecting this son too. Subj looked on Pujol activity as part of general "Decanoche movement" certify on Paris and Spain.

5. Subj hopes get greater cooperation Carrillo involvement during forthcoming trip Paris -- see ODA 6639.(ND 0932)

Will report when known. Will give careful attention to extent to which Carrillo anti-communist and desire improve relations constitute potential for approach to him.
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